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Introduction

Organizations and their boards can have dynamic relationships� While employees handle the 
everyday heavy lifting to keep the business or nonprofit on its feet, board members are in 
the boardroom, making long-term strategic decisions that influence the organization’s overall 
direction� 

Board members may not be on the ground every day, but their high-level decisions have a 
major impact on daily operations. They’re in a place to help drive the success of an organization, 
whether they’re serving a nonprofit furthering social good or a for-profit company making a 
name for itself and maximizing profits� 

The future of any organization rests on the board’s shoulders, so it’s important that every 
board decision is made thoughtfully, after careful deliberation. 

At Boardable, we often hit on the importance of locating the right individuals to serve, but 
recruitment is only the first step to building a better board� To fuel smart decision-making, 
you need to transform your promising recruits into exceptional leaders� This takes thought, 
consideration, and plenty of training — something that we can give you advice on!

We’re here to tell you that the relationship between a board and its organization doesn’t have to 
be black-and-white� 

Boards have a unique vantage 
point to help drive the success of an 
organization, not just to make decisions 
for the sake of making them.

https://boardable.com/blog/board-member-recruitment/
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By putting strategic measures 
in place to elevate your board 
operations, board and staff 
members should start to see 
changes in the organization’s 
overall management, as well� 
Every decision made at the 
board level should trickle 
down to the ground level, 
which, in theory, means that 
developing a professional 
board experience will 
improve employees’ and 
beneficiaries’ overall 
experience�

This guide will show you 
four ways to go beyond the 
basics and help your board 
— and your organization — 
operate at a higher level�

There’s likely been 
discussions about building a 
more professional board at 
your organization, and now 
is the time to stop talking 
and start acting. Let’s get 
to it!
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1.  Bring In Outside Subject 
Matter Experts

In every business and nonprofit, there are areas of opportunity that leaders would like to 
address with more resources or a more focused strategy than they’re already able to� Subject 
matter experience will enable you to hone in on those areas and bridge any performance or 
knowledge gaps�
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Let’s say, for example, that a board struggles with communication� If a board position opens 
up (or an internal position, like Executive Director or CEO), communication needs might sway the 
hiring decision one way or another� In this instance, a candidate who has extensive experience 
working with teams, negotiating, or public speaking would probably rank higher on your list 
of highly qualified candidates� 

Outside of hiring staff with specific skills to fill gaps, consulting may be the way to go, 
depending on your area of need� Let’s say you work at an organization that struggles with 
revenue generation, both on the ground and at the board level� In a mission-driven setting, 
you might look for a fundraising expert to consult your organization, whereas a for-profit 
business might look for a financial consultant to increase shareholder value and improve 
capital efficiency� In either case, boards can treat such consulting expenses as an all-around win 
because they benefit all sides of the organization equally� 

Beyond these examples, there are other types of consultants that a board may need to hire in 
order to accelerate progress, such as: 

In any of these cases, enlisting help from a subject matter expert can provide a new perspective 
for your organization, whether they’re an internal new hire or an external consultant� They can 
assess shortcomings based on industry know-how and offer thoughtful guidance gained from 
their previous experiences with similar organizations�

Communication 
specialists to 

implement 
new initiatives

Regulatory 
officials 
to advise 
on facility 
upgrades or 
property use

Governance 
experts to 

advise board 
leadership

Emergency 
preparedness 
experts to help 
draft response 
plans 

Educational 
professionals to 
assess curricula 

or programming

Tax or legal 
consultants to 
weigh in on 

major decisions

Workplace culture 
consultants to 
safeguard against 
employee or board 
member burnout

https://boardable.com/blog/nonprofit-executive-director/
https://grantsplus.com/fundraising-consultants/
https://www.astronsolutions.net/hr-consulting-firms/
https://www.astronsolutions.net/hr-consulting-firms/
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2.  Implement Tools That 
Facilitate Organization 
and Communication

In the business world, you’re always thinking ahead to the next best thing that will maximize 
efficiency and profits� This ever-evolving landscape makes staying on top of the latest industry 
best practices challenging� 

In their efforts to fulfill their philanthropic goals, mission-driven organizations can easily lose sight 
of the fact that they’re businesses, too� They are revenue-driven, service-focused organizations 
that have clear thresholds and boundaries that must be maintained or exceeded� At both 
corporations and nonprofits, the right technology can help leaders stay on top of industry trends 
and strengthen operations all-around�

Across both the corporate and nonprofit sectors, corporate-minded board members can 
grasp this concept easily: do you want your employees using outdated technology that is 
incompatible with your needs? Of course not! This need for effective technology applies to 
any organization looking to promote a healthy work environment and inspire growth�

In today’s technology-driven world, companies and mission-driven organizations don’t have the 
leeway to fall behind� There are certain tools that every organization needs to connect with its 
audience and continue growing� This may include leveraging software like:

• CRM platforms that help executives and board directors manage contacts

•  Digital marketing tools to communicate efficiently with customers, stakeholders, and other 
supporters

• Project management and time tracking software to maintain a productive workflow

•  Payment transaction tools to process sales for corporations or donations for mission-driven 
organizations

•  Internal communication software to stay connected and communicate on important projects 
throughout the organization

https://doublethedonation.com/tips/employee-engagement/
https://www.accudata.com/digital-marketing/
https://www.clicktime.com/nonprofit-timesheets
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These tools are all critical to nearly every organization’s success, and to this end, board 
members should have access to these tools as necessary� Modernizing your organization, and 
therefore accelerating leadership, requires you to expand the use of technology across all areas 
of the organization — including the board� By doing so, your organization can be more cohesive 
and operate more efficiently with transparency�

Board-Specific Tools
With a dedicated board management solution, boards can be more organized, transparent, and 
effective than ever before�

Designed for modern-day board leaders, Boardable grants corporate and mission-driven boards 
access to all the tools they need to lead their organization to success, including:

http://www.boardable.com
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•  An Agenda Builder to keep your meetings highly focused and ensure there’s enough time to 
provide effective oversight for each item

• Our intuitive Minutes Maker to record every crucial detail covered in your meetings

• Virtual Voting (with an anonymity feature) that makes decision-making quick and painless

•  A Task Manager that helps board leaders hold their members accountable for crucial 
responsibilities

•  Boardable Spotlight, which is a virtual meeting platform that combines all the resources and 
tools you need to meet remotely

• Reporting to track organization-wide and board-specific outcomes

And that’s just the tip of the iceberg! Boardable empowers modern boards to become forward-
thinking leaders for their organizations� Focusing on work and evolving into genuine professionals 
has never been easier! 

As you adopt these tools, bear in mind that just as board members need insight into the day-
to-day operations of the organization, they also need to grant the CEO or executive director 
access to the management tool as well� This level of increased transparency will improve the 
organization’s outcomes all-around�

https://boardable.com/features/agenda-builder/
https://boardable.com/features/agenda-builder/minutes-maker/
https://boardable.com/features/polls-voting/
https://boardable.com/features/meetings-center/task-manager/
https://boardable.com/features/video-meetings/
https://boardable.com/features/reporting/
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Another smart step board members can take to strengthen their organization’s presence in 
their community is introducing additional structures and external groups to the organization� 
Increasing brand presence and recognition will position your organization as an inclusive leader 
in its industry. 

Unfortunately, when many people hear “board of directors” they immediately think of a 
good-old-boys’ club — wealthy, connected, and more interested in the networking than the 
organization’s success� Even if we haven’t personally experienced it, we’ve all heard about it 
before� Around the board table, there aren’t any women, people of color, varying socioeconomic 
statuses, or differences in age� 

In many cases, these are all misconceptions widely associated with board members� Of course, 
your organization should still take active steps to avoid this monoculture and not fall in line with 
stereotypes� You can do so by examining your board’s hiring process and promoting inclusivity�

3.  Promote Inclusivity by 
Developing New Structures 
and Committees

Opening up the board experience to 
those who might otherwise not have 
a chance to be involved can help 
eliminate inaccurate views about 
boards and set your board up for 
long-term success. 
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Here are a few ways your board can be more inclusive and positively impact both your board 
and your organization� As an added bonus, these methods are a great way to identify, mentor, 
and recruit future board members, too�

Young Professionals Board

This type of associate board is made up of young professionals 
(typically under 30 years old) who are interested in becoming 
involved with boards of directors� Your young professionals 
board doesn’t have to meet with your governing board every 
month or quarter� Instead, they should have separate meetings 
throughout the year and then present to the larger board at 
combined meetings� Who knows? You might learn something 
from them or pave the way for them to become governing 
leaders at your organization later on in their lives!

https://boardable.com/blog/young-professionals-board/
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Advisory Boards

Advisory boards are designed to provide experience and 
resources that the CEO wouldn’t otherwise have the money, 
time, or network to develop alone� These boards come up with 
new, fresh ideas for the board that can help shape the diversity 
and inclusion strategies for your organization� Advisory boards 
are made up of community members who might not be ready 
to join the board but are able to help shape the organization’s 
strategy� This can include consultants, a group of customers 
or supporters, and leading experts in your respective industry� 
Giving new voices a place to be heard will help your board to 
continue to have fresh ideas to help drive strategic decisions 
and community engagement� 

With growing commitments to diversity and inclusivity in the workplace, it’s critical to open 
up your board to fresh perspectives from all types of people� Board members will learn to 
empathize with others and think about the impact their decisions have on everyone, putting 
them in the best possible position to guide your organization� 

Thanks to your proactive approach toward building an inclusive atmosphere, your organization 
will see unprecedented success and continually evolve to keep up with the business world 
around you�

https://boardable.com/blog/advisory-boards/
https://boardable.com/blog/board-diversity/
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Another crucial step to accelerating your board performance is to take metrics and reporting 
seriously� Corporations live and die by analytics, and other organizations are starting to take 
note of how they should be just as rigorous about reporting outcomes� 

Even businesses and nonprofits that already have built-out data management processes 
can improve and accelerate their analytics strategies.

It’s easy for boards to say, “Oh, we’ll reach our revenue goals next year,” or “That’s okay; we’ll 
try harder in Q3�” In reality, brushing off what the numbers tell you won’t resolve shortfalls or 
position your organization for future wins� Learning from both successes and failures allows you 
to seize opportunities for the long-term growth of your group� 

4.  Measure and Report 
on Outcomes More 
Thoroughly

To take your board leadership to 
the next level, metrics and reporting 
must be a top priority for everyone, 
in every position, across your entire 
organization.

https://boardable.com/features/reporting/
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Selecting Your KPIs
Board service demands high-quality financial and management efforts, and key performance 
indicators (KPIs) are essential for monitoring progress toward more efficient oversight� To make 
prioritizing data a reality, boards should sit down to discuss what metrics will be most helpful for 
them to improve their meetings and decision-making� They should start tracking KPIs like:

Resource 
expenses

Achievement of 
strategic objectives

Organizational 
risks

Board 
attendance

A report by the National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD) recommends that when 
you’ve gathered a long list of potential metrics, your board should ask some of these questions 
for each individual metric to help narrow down which numbers to monitor:

• Does this metric reflect a key performance driver for our organization?

• Does our industry commonly measure this KPI?

• What other metrics do organizations in our industry use?

• Do our competitors monitor this metric, and if so, how do we compare to them?

• Will a poor score on this metric bring us negative media and/or shareholder attention?

The most effective boards collaborate with other leaders at their organization to 
create well-defined KPIs that have measurable outcomes and benchmarks to monitor 
performance. 

Boards should track plans, decision outcomes, and revenue totals to ensure the organization’s 
long-term goals are applicable and viable� 

Reporting on These Metrics
As you know, a board of directors — no matter if it serves a commercial, nonprofit, or public 
organization — plays a crucial role in designing, monitoring, and executing the organization’s 
strategy� Part of this involves evaluating the results and not taking a set-it-and-forget-it 
approach�

https://www.nacdonline.org/insights/publications.cfm?ItemNumber=44159
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Powerful reporting software enables organizations to eliminate unintuitive spreadsheets and 
automate the data collection and analysis process� The less time your team spends battling 
difficult software, the more time they’ll have to synthesize data and collaborate on the 
organization’s next steps�

Boards that revisit progress toward their KPIs can better understand every aspect’s performance 
at the organization� They’ll understand their shortcomings, so they can collaborate with one 
another to strengthen those areas� Plus, they also understand the organization’s best-performing 
areas, so they can capitalize on their strengths�

By automating the reporting process and reducing manual work, you can supply your board of 
directors with the insights it needs to make more informed and timely decisions�

https://boardable.com/features/reporting/
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Organizations can’t accelerate 
their growth if their board 
is operating at low speed� 
Instilling strong leadership 
throughout your entire 
organization starts with the 
board of directors and trickles 
from the top down� 

While your board members 
may not work on the ground 
level, the discussions and 
decisions that they make 
have a direct influence on the 
organization’s daily operations� 
They shouldn’t take this 
responsibility lightly� Instead, 
they should take it in stride, 
doing everything they can 
to become the leaders your 
organization needs� 

To support those professional 
development efforts, your 
board management should 
supply them with the 
resources and best practices 
they need� By following the 
advice we’ve shared, your 
board (and subsequently your 
organization) can go beyond 
the basics and achieve more 
than ever� Best of luck on 
your venture to becoming 
an exceptional leader in your 
industry!

Conclusion



Are you ready to accelerate 
board leadership at your 
organization?
Launch a digital transformation 
with Boardable�

https://app.boardable.com/sign-up?
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Built by Nonprofit leaders, for Nonprofits. Boardable empowers you to work more 
effectively with your boards and committees. We know the frustration you feel (and 
the hours you lose) just from organizing a meeting via email, phone, and text. We’ve 
lived it. We’re from the nonprofit world, too. After looking around for the right tool 
but not finding it, we decided to build it. Boardable is a software platform that 
centralizes all communication between you and your board. Find the best meeting 
times, securely store all of your documents, archive discussion threads and more—all 
in one place. 

For more information, to schedule a demo, or to try Boardable for free (no credit 
card or commitment), visit us at boardable.com.

About Boardable

Copyright © 2020 Board Management Software, Inc. All rights reserved.

Any reproduction, modification, distribution, transmission, publication, translation, display, 
hosting or sale of all or any portion of the contents of this document is strictly prohibited 

without written permission of an authorized representative of the publisher.

As leaders in the space, we understand the frustration you feel (and the 
hours you lose) just from organizing board meetings — let alone staying 
productive and communicating between them via email, phone, and text. 
We’ve lived that reality. After tirelessly searching for the right solution but 
not finding it, we decided to build it ourselves!

Boardable empowers you to work more efficiently with your board 
and refocus your energy on making strides toward your mission. 
Built for corporations and mission-driven organizations, our powerful 
board software gives your team the specialized tools to centralize all 
communication, whether you’re in meetings or between them. Find the 
best meeting times, securely store all of your documents, archive discussion 
threads, meet remotely, and accomplish much more. 

For more information, schedule a demo. To try Boardable for free 
(no credit card or commitment required), visit us at boardable.com.

Copyright © 2021 Board Management Software, Inc. All rights reserved.

https://boardable.com/schedule-a-demo/
https://boardable.com/

